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	Chemical Energy Storage (De Gruyter Textbook), 9783110264074 (3110264072), De Gruyter, 2013

	Energy - in the headlines, discussed controversially, vital. The use of regenerative energy in many primary forms leads to the necessity to store grid dimensions for maintaining continuous supply and enabling the replacement of fossil fuel systems. This work provides a hands-on insight into the present status of energy conversion and deals with aspects of chemical energy storage considering the geosphere, electrochemistry, catalysis, synthesis of catalysts, functional analysis of catalytic processes and the interface between electrochemistry and heterogeneous catalysis.
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Practical WPF Charts and Graphics (Expert's Voice in .Net)Apress, 2009
Welcome to Practical WPF Charts and Graphics. This book will provide all the tools you need to develop professional chart and graphics applications using the Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) and C# based on the .NET Framework. I hope this book will be useful for WPF and C# programmers of all skill levels.
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Oxford Textbook of Philosophy of Psychiatry (International Perspectives in Philosophy and Psychiatry)Oxford University Press, 2006
The publication of the Oxford Textbook of Philosophy and Psychiatry marks a step forward in the practical interaction between philosophy and medicine, especially psychiatric medicine. Through the growth of teaching in Bioethics (as well as of research and publication), the overlap between philosophical...


		

Transmission Electron Microscopy and Diffractometry of MaterialsSpringer, 2009


	Experimental methods for diffraction and microscopy are pushing the front

	edge of nanoscience and materials science, and important new developments

	are covered in this third edition. For transmission electron microscopy, a remarkable

	recent development has been a practical corrector for the spherical

	aberration of the objective...




	

Dreamweaver MX 2004 Design ProjectsApress, 2004

	To help people new to the Internet who were interested in learning about U2, a group of

	U2 fans put together a series of pages that answered common questions and posted

	them on the Internet. So even before the official U2 site existed, there were unofficial

	online resources for letting fans and potential fans know more about the...

		

The Career Programmer: Guerilla Tactics for an Imperfect World (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2006

	The crucial wisdom-guide to surviving within the programming industry in 2006. Provides raw material for surviving and thinking smart in today's industry. Delivered with the wit and aplomb to make a serious topic entertaining and palatable




	TE Conquer Master self-defense techniques to shield yourself, your project,...


		

Fiberglass Boat Repairs IllustratedInternational Marine, 2010

	Step-by-step color photo guidance for repairing and renewing fiberglass boats


	If you don't have the experience of working with fiberglass, any repairs to your boat must be done by high-cost professionals or left undone. This entry-level guide uses full-color, step-by-step photo sequences and line drawings to present you...
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